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Introduction.
As a senior biomedical engineering student one of the courses we are subject to take is
Biomedical Engineering Design. Students in this course are presented with a number of
potential projects sponsored by different client throughout Northeastern Ohio. Then we formed
groups and were given a project to work on. After discovering which project we received we
created a company name and began the engineering design process. Our team Sports
Innovations consisted of Ashley Green, Katherine Kreager, Kayleigh Kushner and Kyle
Kvasnicka. Throughout this project we had meetings with our course advisors Dr. Vestraete and
Dr. Keszenheimer as they help us through our design process. Being a student in the honors
college this project as met the requirements for my honors research project.

Background.
Our client, and project sponsor, Adaptive Sports Ohio is an organization in Wooster, Ohio
whose goal is to provide individuals with handicaps the ability to play and compete in sports and
other athletic activities. One of the sports they facilitate for a handicapped person is track. In
this application the athlete has a special wheel chair which allows them to be lower to the ground
and travel at higher speeds. The growing popularity of adapted sports for handicap persons has
caused an increased demand for more sophisticated practice equipment. Sports Innovations is
working closely with Adaptive Sports Ohio to provide better practice equipment for athletes
taking part in these types of sports, specifically in this case, track racing. Our project will be to
create an attachment that will lift the wheel chair off the ground so that the athlete in the chair is
able to practice without movement.
Working with Adaptive Sports Ohio, our senior design team developed the problem
statement, “When athletes are first beginning a sport, it is often hard to get in the habit of using
correct form. This can be a major problem in track sports and athletes can easily resort back to
incorrect form by the time they make it completely around the track and the coach has an
opportunity to correct them. This causes a need for the creation of a device that allows
wheelchair track athletes the opportunity to practice their pushing technique without having to
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physically move the track chair. The design must be economical, stable, transportable, and allow
rotation of the rear tires without causing translational movement of the chair.” Athletes need to
acquire proper form and technique when beginning a new sport. This is especially true with track
sports, because athletes can easily resort back to incorrect form by the time they make it
completely around the track and the coach has an opportunity to correct them. This causes a
need for the creation of a device that allows wheelchair track athletes the opportunity to practice
their pushing technique without having to physically move the track chair. The design must be
economical, stable, transportable, universal, and allow rotation of the rear tires without causing
translational movement of the chair.
Currently there are a few devices that exist to serve this function. Those current devices use
a system of rollers to prevent wheelchair motion. Adaptive Sports Ohio currently has rollers for
indoor track practice, however, this is different from what they are looking for with our “track
jack.” The current rollers are large and not very transportable. The tires also roll along rollers,
giving the athlete the feeling that they are actually on the track. This feeling is not necessary for
the “track jack” and the customer would also like for it to be easily transported. The current
rollers have unnecessary tire wear that we also want to avoid in our future design. These devices
can be expensive and overly complex for out clients needs.

Objectives.
To accomplish this task our biomedical engineering senior design team, contacted our client
from Adaptive Sports Ohio, Brett Followay. While meeting with him, we were shown two
different styles of track wheelchairs. This was done to show us that our device would need to be
universal to fit any type of wheelchairs. From there our group researched some basic information
on our customers and wheelchair track as a sport.
Having a greater understanding of the task that we needed to design a solution for we were
able to complete many steps in the engineering design process. We needed to decide whom each
of our clients were and the constraints and limitations that dictated each. The next steps involved
our group recognizing and then verifying functional requirements. We needed to complete an
objective tree that would tell us what requirements were functional and what requirements were
based off of customer input. We determined Adaptive Sports requirements were affordable, light
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weight, compact, ease of use, universal, supports weight and that the wheels don’t touch ground.
The Athletes require ease of use, reliable, independent use, comfort, affordable, stationary and
no interference. Coaches requirement to train the athletes were durability, universal use, low
maintenance , ease of use, low force, portability and affordability. Once we determined our
functional requirements, we were able to create an objective tree that helped us in our design
aspect of the project as seen in Figure 1 of the Appendix. While advancing our design process we
continued to research and find more information on topics like, current patents, other possible
solutions that exist already, and certain aspects that we thought we could use such as hydraulics
and rollers. We also created a Gantt Chart that will help us stay on track for the project. Our
Gantt Chart was created based off what we need to get done and whom would best be able to
complete the task based on past experiences. This was made as a future guideline with many
future modifications to come.

Design and Manufacture.
After performing several preliminary steps within the design process, we brainstormed
solutions to our problem. After brainstorming multiple design ideas we chose what seemed to be
the best three options we had and thought would work the best. From there I was able to do some
rough sketches of my design ideas, so every member in the group had an idea of what we were
working with. Then, we constructed a chart using our design and functional requirements list
that we could use to compare each option and make the best decision for our customer. The
chart utilizes the functional requirements we had agreed on previously. The ratings we used were
“+” meaning the best option, “-“ meaning the worst option, and “0” meaning in the middle.
During a meeting we all discussed each functional requirement and how it applied to the design
to come up with the best solution. Our initial design consisted of a hydraulic lift the would have
a specially constructed bracket attachment that can adjust size to support the racing chair back
axle. The support would be of adjustable width and able to be raised high enough to fit different
styles of chairs. Once we had a solution in mind we sent out an email to our customer, Adaptive
Sports Ohio, with the hand drawn design and some of the features it would include for approval.
Shortly later in the project we had a meeting with Dr. Vestrate and Dr. Keszenheimer and
we decided to take a slightly different approach for our design. It was suggested by Dr.
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Keszenheimer that our original approach may be slightly complicated for the first prototype and
we would probably obtain better results if we did this in multiple steps. From these suggestions,
we further researched different ways to raise and lower the racing chairs. We then compiled a list
of other ideas and how they operate. This led to us coming up with the idea that a simple scissor
jack would be the easiest and most practical thing to use in our design. A scissor jack will easily
lift the weight of our chairs and the athlete and can easily be attached to a track that will support
the axle. This will not be easily lifted with one’s foot, but instead uses a screw mechanism.
However, a motor could later be attached to it to make it more automatic. We previously had
devised a button mechanism to lengthen and shorten the support. Nevertheless, this could be
hard to find or make in the exact size and shape that we wanted. Dr. Keszenheimer gave us the
idea to use perforated angle iron with nuts and bolts instead. We really liked this idea and did
some research on the product. It appeared to be strong enough, was available at Home Depot for
an inexpensive cost, and came in the size that we would need. Using the nuts and bolts would
make for an easy, cost effective assembly of the prototype while still making the design adjustable.
An important aspect of the project is our budget. Managing finances is essential to the
success of any project, especially one where you have a $500 budget. To help with this process
we created a bill of materials. We also used the internet to find the materials and compare
prices. These products could all be purchased at either Home Depot or Wal-Mart. This fact
made it a lot easier to get the products that we needed for our design. We planned and made a
trip to these stores where we bought everything seen in the bill of materials. Since we did not
have to specially order any parts online our prototype could be made quickly and we will have
more time to refine our design later.
Based on the measurements of the parts that we purchased, a SolidWorks drawing was
created to model our design. This drawing can be seen in Figure 2 of the appendix. This drawing
will be used to show the customer in more detail what our prototype will look like and how it will
function.
Most recently we have made a significant number of advancements in our project. The
most significant advancement in our project we made was the construction of our first prototype
that can be seen in Figure 3 of the Appendix. We also began the testing process of our design.
We created a set of protocols which we will implement to test our prototype as well as design a
model in SolidWorks which we will test with finite element analysis. In addition, we met with our
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customer and showed them our prototype. Finally, we planned out the deadlines for the rest of
our project.
A major part of the design project has been finished as I have a completed protoype. Since
the last meeting we constructed our first prototype with the design being very similar to our initial
construction plans. The prototype consisted of a scissor jack with a special attachment to hold
the track wheelchair consisting of aluminum, stainless steel and wood. This prototype was
originally planned to be welded together, but after consultation we decided to use bolts and nuts
with a custom fit piece of wood and a professional grade epoxy to bond the prototype together.
After the prototype was assembled it had some general testing performed on it. These initial tests
were to check for the ability to support 200 pounds and maintain stability. The device was
successful in these tests.
Finally, having a completed prototype, we presented the prototype to our customer. After
seeing our device he gave us some feedback for us to consider with our second prototype build or
adjustments we could make to the original prototype. Some of the changes that he suggested
were making the support shorter so that it does not rub on the athletes legs, making a more stable
base, and rounding off all of the edges. We had already planned on smoothing the edges and
stabilizing the lift and we will try to accommodate his other suggestion. We also talked about the
track wheelchair that is on Akron’s campus and he gave us permission to use it to test and
improve our design.

Testing.
We have also developed a set of testing protocols to test our prototype and assure that it will
be safe for our customers use. We started this process by performing background research on
different testing methods and looking into how other devices similar to ours were tested. After
looking into what testing protocols are used, we created our own system of tests specifically for
our device. Since there were very few devices similar to ours, we elected to use a 3-point load test
and a cyclic loading test. We selected these tests because of the way the device will support its
load and be used. This device will face continuous loading from up to two different points with
the weight going through the device at one point. These tests will make sure the device can
support a weight of 300 pounds, even though our client expects the load to be less than 250
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pounds. We also designed a model in SolidWorks and will use FEA to analyze the design further.
After talking to Dr. Vestrate and Dr. Keszenheimer we were presented with other possible ideas
for testing methods. They talked about testing for the unexpected occurrences as well as the
expected use. This means testing for rapid forces applied or force a load greater than what would
usually expected. This testing will assure that the device is safe for our client to use with their
athletes in anticipated or unforeseen ways.

Future Steps.
Going forward we still have much work that can be done to evaluate and improve upon our
initial designs and prototype as can be seen in Figure 4. Now that we have completed our initial
prototype, our next step is to start the testing process for our design. We plan to do several tests to
ensure a stable and safe design that meets all of our functional requirements. The tests that we
plan to do were laid out in the previous section. We are also currently looking into running a
simple finite element analysis on the design to check for areas of high stress and deformation.
After initial testing is done, our team will also try to make some of the changes that our
customer suggested in our last meeting. We have a meeting scheduled with Heidi Cressman so
that we can test our current design with the track wheelchair that we have on campus. If any
adjustments are made to the prototype, we will have to retest everything to ensure that the
changes did not compromise the structure of the design.
Once all of our testing and design adjustments have been completed we plan to present the
final product to our customer. We will demonstrate our prototype and discuss anything that could
be done in the future to improve the design. Finally, we will begin and finish our final paper and
presentation.

Conclusion.
While our project is not yet complete there has been significant work done towards
accomplishing the goals that we set out back last semester. We have formed our company and
accomplished all of the preliminary design work that led to us having a prototype design. From
there we we able to construct a functional prototype. This prototype was then able to undergo
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early testing procedures to assure basic safety. We have been able to present the prototype to our
client and despite some alteration they suggested they were please with the design. Through
making adjustments that they suggested we will have an even better final design. By running the
testing procedure we have designed we will also have the results to show the safety and durability
our device has.
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Appendix.
Track Jack
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Figure 1: Objective Tree used in Design Process
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!
Figure 2: Solidworks preliminary prototype design

!
Figure 3: Picture of first prototype
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Item

Complete by Date

Official Due Date

Prototype

4/2/15 - completed

4/9/15

Testing Procedure

4/2/15 - Partially completed

FEA

4/2/15-Partially completed

Paper

4/27/15

Testing

4/13/15-4/20/15

PowerPoint

4/27/15

Final changes to design

4/20/15

Present to Customer

4/27/15

5/4/15

5/4/15

Figure 4: Schedule for the next month
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